Australian Bulk Wine
Spring 2022 Market Update
…IN A FEW SIMPLE CHARTS
JIM MOULARADELLIS, 6 SEPTEMBER 2022

Key Events



What are the Key Events that are moving
Australian Grape & Bulk Wine markets?
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Loss of wine export markets in China:

This key event has triggered a lot of adjustment pain, throughout the
production chain, with more to come.
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Loss of wine export markets in China:

China is no longer a significant market for Australian wine; this market is
now effectively closed to Australian wine.
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Loss of wine export markets in China:

It will be a long, hard slog to rebuild, but not without some success so
far.
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Shipping:

Costs are easing.



Shipping costs are easing, but
still remain at historically high
levels.
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Other Challenges:
High price inflation.



Supply chain bottle necks have led
to significant price inflation during
the past 12 months.



This is evident in Australia (see CPI
chart opposite) and also abroad.
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Other Challenges:
Labour shortages.



For the first time on record, there are
more job openings than
unemployed people to fill the
vacant positions.
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Covid-19:

Fading from public view.



Covid-19’s influence on daily lives is
falling and it is now gradually fading
from public view.
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Market Reactions



How are markets reacting to these Key Events?
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
Overall



2022 was an average sized
crush, after last year’s super
sized vintage.



Some grapes were left on
vines during 2022, for the first
time in several years.
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
South East Australia / Inland



Chardonnay & Shiraz
continue to dominate the
varietal crush profile for South
East Australian regions.
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
South East Australia / Inland



Prices of all red grape
varieties were clearly down
in 2022.



This continues the price trend
observed over the past two
years.
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
South East Australia / Inland



Prices of white varieties were
generally up, and have been
trending upwards for several
years.



Sauvignon Blanc grape prices
were clearly up.



Overall, white varieties are shortto-balanced and, the order of
shortfall ranking is:


Sauvignon Blanc



Pinot Grigio



Chardonnay
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
Appellations of Specific Origin.



For specialist white wine
regions, such as Adelaide
Hills, grape prices of
flagship varietals are all
trending up.



Sauvignon Blanc and
Chardonnay are both up.



Pinot Noir, Pinot Gris are
also up.



Shiraz is down, unable to
escape the downdraft
caused by the loss of
Chinese wine markets.
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
Appellations of Specific Origin.





For specialist red wine
regions, such as
Coonawarra, grape
prices of flagship
varietals are trending
down.
Shiraz, Cabernet
Sauvignon & Merlot
have all experienced
large price drops
during the last two
years.
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2022 Vintage Outcomes
Appellations of Specific Origin.



Even the most celebrated
& premier regions, such as
Barossa, have experienced
significant price drops for
red grapes.



Grenache is an exception.



A pricing floor has yet to be
established for red grapes,
although Shiraz & Cabernet
Sauvignon still command
relatively high prices.
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Grape Market Reaction:

A difficult market continues. Why?

Buyers




Wineries are clearly overstocked and are
continuing to shed uncontracted supply of
red grapes, except perhaps Pinot Noir and
Grenache.
This includes wineries that had little direct
exposure to China, since the loss of this
previously high value market has impacted
almost all market players.



Red wine surpluses have been made worse by
protracted shipping delays.



Wineries are focusing on clearing tanks of
existing stock and have little appetite to buy.

Sellers


Grape prices received by growers were down
in 2022, for a second year in a row.



Broadly speaking, 2021 grape price falls were
modest, so many growers lived in a bubble,
not realising how tough things were, until they
tried selling any uncontracted grapes ahead
of the 2022 harvest.



Further falls in red grape prices likely in 2023 as
wineries continue to reduce intake.
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Bulk Market Reaction:

Reds - A difficult market for both SEA & Appellation of Origin wines.

Buyers







Except for Pinot Noir & Grenache, buyers have
been unsure of where the bottom of the
market is for SEA red wine.
Some buyers have bought a bit shorter, and
more often, during the last 12-18 months.
This pattern was first observed in the early days
of Covid during 2020, and has continued in
some cases.
Falling prices for Appellation of Origin red
wines has piqued buyer’s interest to start new
programs & promotions for these wines.

Sellers


Sellers are holding more stock as vintage
changeover dates are pushed out.



Sellers want to exit high priced stock from 2021
and earlier vintages.



They are looking to sell off older vintages, and
recalibrate intake to closer match current
sales rates.



In other words, they would like to “re-set”
inventories to better align to current sales
patterns.

Bulk Market Reaction:

Reds - nearing the bottom for SEA Red Wines.

Overall


We are likely near the bottom for red South East Australian/Inland prices. How do we know this?



Over the last 2-3 years buyers have been testing their regular suppliers by asking them to match
unsustainable clearance offers received from alternative, but potentially unstable, suppliers
desperate for sales.



After 2-3 year of matching falling prices, some of those regular suppliers have now begun to
decline supply at those ultra-low prices.



Equally, some of those buyers have begun recognising the plight of their regular suppliers and
some buyers have begun accepting the regular supplier’s asking price.



So the trajectory of the price reductions for SE Aust/Inland prices is slowing.



But this does not mean a price recovery anytime soon or, relief from likely lower grape prices in
2023 as wineries try to stop their losses.
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Bulk Market Reaction:

Whites – A much better selling environment for both SEA &
Appellation of Origin wines.

Buyers




Export buyers have been keen to continue
programs for most SEA white wines. Some have
used their white purchases to extract the best
deals possible for their red wine purchases.
Those buyers that can take red wine have a clear
competitive advantage.



Domestic buyers have been keen to top up
supply of whites especially Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot
Gris and to a slightly lesser extent, Chardonnay.
Few domestic buyers can absorb additional red
volumes.



Overall prices for both SEA and Appellation of
Origin white wines are generally stable.
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Sellers


Sellers are using whites to try and sell reds. Results
have been very mixed, highly dependant on
buyer’s requirements and markets served.



Sauvignon Blanc asking prices have firmed slightly
and supply is very tight.



Pinot Gris pricing and availability remain tight.



Chardonnay pricing and availability is more
balanced.

Market Reactions



Cognitive Dissonance
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Cognitive Dissonance:
Bad news in the Newspapers.
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Cognitive Dissonance:

But perfectly manicured vineyards.
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Cognitive Dissonance:
What does this tell us?

Despite the bad news, growers have still tended their vineyards with their
usual care so far this season.
Why is this so?


Grape growers have sufficient financial reserves and the wherewithal
to continue farming.



They have both the intention to keep farming and the ability to keep
farming: “I may as well prune this winter and see what happens
ahead of vintage.”



Widespread despondency has not set in about future grape growing
prospects.
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Cognitive Dissonance:

But where are all these grapes going to go?



Uncontracted red grapes are unlikely to be picked in 2023.



Some contracted red grapes are likely to have yield limitations or
some other mechanism to reduce intake.



Despondency about future grape growing prospects may appear
after vintage 2023.
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2023 Vintage Outlook: Water in Abundance

Back-to-back La Niña events over the last two summers and possibly a third
event heading into 2023 vintage. High rainfall resulting in abundant water in
storages, giving rise to water storage levels not seen since 2011-12.
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2023 Vintage Outlook: Water in Abundance

A very wet September is forecast (below, left chart), followed by above
average rainfall for October – December (below, right chart) for most of
South Eastern Australia.
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2023 Vintage Outlook:
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Its going to be difficult for red grapes & wine: what to do?

The following simple compass may be a useful guide.
Four questions to ask yourself and of your business:
1.

Do you believe in Australian agriculture, overall?

2.

Do you believe in Australian viticulture, specifically?

3.

Do you believe in viticulture in your chosen region eg. Griffith, Clare, Tumbarumba, etc?

4.

Do you believe that your business model is the right one, long term?

If you can answer yes to all four questions, grit your teeth and rock on if you can.

2023 Vintage Outlook:
A world of opportunity awaits.

Despite all the challenges, Australian wines
represent an exceptional value proposition with
unique and diverse terroirs spanning an entire
continent.
The Terroir Paradox:
But we will only have people clamouring for our
slice of terroir, and the wines from it, if we are willing
to walk past our farm gate, leave our land, and find
customers to tell them about its virtues.
Our borders are now open: more of us need to get
on more planes and visit more customers and tell
them about our unique gift that is Australian wine.
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